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BOOK REVIEWS
MILITARY JUSTICE i THE ARAED FORCES OF THE UNITED STATES. By Robinson 0.
Everett. Harrisburg, Pennsylvania: Military Service Publishing Company. 1956. Pp.
xiii, 323, and 13 (index) with annotations. $5.00.
IT may be supposed that the most significant event in the evolutionary course
of American military jurisprudence transpired on 5 May, 1950. This point of his-
torical prominence marks the enactment of the Uniform Code of Military Justice.
The landmarks established thereunder may be characterized as first, provision for the
administration of military justice in the Armed Forces by consolidation into one
rather than separate and independent bodies of law; second, the complete recodification of
pre-existing bodies of military law; and third, the establishment of a military judicial
system with a civilian court at the head of the hierarchy-the United States Court of
Military Appeals.
The segment of scholarship in the world of law has not allowed the occasion to
go by unnoticed. A respectable and substantial quantity of commentary has emanated
from all quarters during the past six years. A varied assortment of writings on the
code in action, of reports of progress, of problems and matters of interpretation, and
allied concerns all attest to the importance and vitality of the new jurisprudence.
And in this cascade there now appears Robinson 0. Everett's Military Justice in the
Armed Forces of the United States which is, in its essence, a textbook on contemporary
American military law.
The volume under consideration, in long view, presents an admirable analysis
of the Uniform Code of Military Justice. In the opening chapters, the author deals
with the historical background and origins of the Code, proceeding in broad
sweep, to a penetrating treatment of the main features of American statutory
military justice. From such general and introductory labors, Mr. Everett goes on to
an exhaustive and readable analysis of particular statutory provisions touching such
topics as persons and crimes triable by court-martial, and pre-trial activities from the
conduct of investigations under military law to the preparation, submission, and
referral of charges for trial by court-martial. With respect to the trial of charges, the
author presents, with unusual clarity and completeness, the essentials of adjective mili-
tary law by delineating the necessary procedural steps in general as well as special
courts-martial; and a treatment of the law of evidence as applicable to the afore-
noted courts-martial.
With fine strokes of keen comprehension, the author gives a helpful analysis of
the field of available appellate review prior to determination by the United States
Court of Military Appeals. The various levels of review dependent upon the circum-
stances of the type of court involved and the nature of the sentence imposed are "dis-
cussed in detail. In connection therewith, the author tells us the reasons why approxi-
mately only one out of ten persons eligible to do so seeks the maximum appellate
review by way of submission of petition for review to the United States Court of
Military Appeals.
The book contains materials which may well be considered one of the most
extensive and exhaustive studies of the work of the Court of Military Appeals since
that tribunal began its official operation on 25 July, 1951; the hearing of its first
case, 7 September, 1951; and the rendition of its initial opinion, 8 November, 1951.
Following a discussion on the organization, nature, and jurisdiction of the court, the
author writes of such matters as petitions and certificates of review and the practice
and procedure of the court. Of noteworthy interest and attraction to students of the
implementations of judicial business is the workload, accomplishments, and related
Droblems of the court during the past five years.
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Without doubt, the most provocative and challenging matters to be found within
the confines of Mr. Everett's production are those which constitute the chapter on
collateral attack on court-martial action. Though, as the author points out, the
Uniform Code of Military Justice has given the Armed Forces extensive safeguards,
with especial emphasis on review of courts-martial by a civilian court, nevertheless
two factors may well be heeded. Reference is urgently drawn to present attempts by
some in the higher military echelons to narrow the protections which have been ce-
ated by the Uniform Code of Military Justice; and to the availability in military
criminal law of adequate post-conviction remedies.
In his concluding remarks, the author transmits his feeling that military justice
is now being administered better than in any prior era of existence; and that our civil
courts may well give introspection to the problems and accomplishments of this new-
comer to our judicial hierarchy. Few can dissent with conviction to the thesis that
military justice has emerged into an age of maturity.
The value of the volume is further and much appreciably enhanced by the in-
clusion of extensive and valuable annotations. A careful study of Mr. Everett's
Military Justice in the Armed Forces of the United States will lead the reader to a
confirmation of the estimation of the late Judge Paul W. Brosman to the effect that
the volume is not only unique in its field but represents an important contribution to
the criminal law of the military establishment. It has marked itself as the handbook
of the "G I's Supreme Court."
FRANKLYN C. SETARO
PROFESSOR OF LAW
NEw YORx LAW SCHOOL
FUNDAmm;TALS or LEGAL RESEARCH. By Ervin H. Pollack. Brooklyn: The Founda-
tion Press. 1956. Pp. xviii, 295. $5.00.
COMP.G this new guide to legal literature, the author did not intend to dupli-
cate or to replace any previous writings in the field. The value of standard works like
Hicks, Materials and Methods, Price and Bitner, Effective Legal Research, Beardsley
and Orman, Legal Bibliography is uncontested, but while these books are indispensa-
ble for the training of law librarians, they often transcend in their amplitude and pro-
fundity the scope of the law school curriculum. Mr. Pollack's apparent objective was
to produce a textbook on legal bibliography, which is tailored to the needs of the law
student and does not, through its bulkiness, discourage him at the start. The aver-
age law student enters the course in legal bibliography with scant understanding of
its importance and with practically no enthusiasm. The success of this course should
be measured not just by the number of titles the student remembers, but by the
esteem in which he learned to hold legal bibliography. The student must be made
aware that in his profession reading is not a scholarly hobby but an every-day neces-
sity, that the library is part of the professional equipment, and that learning to use
it prepares him for law practice just as much as a course in Contracts or Torts does.
The teacher of legal bibliography who plans his course along these lines, finds
in Fundamentals of Legal Research a useful ally. The book takes into account the
student's initial apathy and tries to make the various materials more palatable by
presenting them in a comfortably condensed form and by explaining the different cir-
cumstances under which they are needed. It emphasizes, and illustrates with well-
chosen samples, that the proper use of library tools depends on the student's skill in
analyzing his problem. Here, lawyers and librarians are on common ground. Both
professions struggle with answers to questions. In order to discover the answer, they
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often have to discover the question first, to glean its meaning from a mass of un-
related side information. Finding the applicable law of a case involves the same
mental process as cataloging a book. In both instances, concentration on essentials,
a flair for organic thinking, and a classifying mind are required. It is no pretentious
statement to call the librarian a judge of books, and he frequently becomes a judge
of human beings and their problems. Librarians learn early in their career that library
service, for all its generosity, does have its limits. How far is it necessary to help a
patron? How far is it legitimate? The answer often lies in a proper evaluation of the
patron's personality, and of the circumstances which bring him to the library.
The similarities in the practice of law and of librarianship prove that the law
student does not lose sight of his goal when he applies himself to the study of library
collections. So, when Mr. Pollack stresses the importance of analytical talents, he fur-
nishes a strong implement for the more effective teaching of legal bibliography.
This does not mean that his book is free of any shortcomings. It has the faults
of its virtues. In some cases, completeness has been sacrificed to the quite laudable
cause of brevity. It seems doubtful, for instance, that the Code Congressional and
Administrative News, or the Digest of Public General Bills can be sufficiently explained
in merely twelve lines. Often the searcher finds, instead of specific information, a
barren reference to "many other books", "a number of purposes", "a local practice
book". The desire to show the various services in their manifold connotations some-
times clashes with the need for systematic arrangement. The National Reporter
System is cited in chapter six, but the teacher does not gain a picture of it until he
reaches chapter nine.
To return to the book's positive sides, the sections on Shepardizing and on the
use of citation forms deserve special mention. A table of abbreviations, of British
regnal years and an adequate index are provided, chapter headings and subdivisions
are clearly marked. As a practical teaching aid, a set of assignments and an instruc-
tor's manual are furnished.
Seen as a whole, the book makes a novel and constructive contribution to the
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